.Plan
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Plan A Profitable Month In Minutes
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How do you meet customer requests while taking your drivers’
schedules and skills into consideration? And what about trying to
balance cost and customer satisfaction? With mobi, you can easily and quickly schedule jobs
across multiple days and multiple drivers.
mobi applies its patented secret sauce to evaluate an infinite number of scenarios to find the best
plan based on your unique criteria. mobi.Plan lets you choose from multiple scheduling options,
all of which align with your business goals. This cuts hours and hours of inefficient planning time,
freeing your team up to focus on growing your business.
mobi takes an incredibly complex problem and makes it simple. You can instantly compare the
costs of various what-if scenarios and see the impact on your business’s profitability.
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Optimize
planning

Improve
productivity

Reduce drive
time

.Plan
.Plan
.Connect
Start Here

Print

Option A

Option B

Option C

Dec 21, 2014 — Dec 31, 2014

Dec 21, 2014 — Dec 31, 2014

Dec 21, 2014 — Dec 31, 2014

Working Days

11

11

11

Cost/Order

$24.72

$25.14

$37.31

Distance/Order

4.7 mi

4.3 mi

6.4 mi

On-Time Arrival

72.4%

77.2%

83.4%

Capacity Filled

72.7%

75.5%

Overview Metrics

Drivers with
Work
Orders/
Driver/Day
Revenue/
Driver/Day

Overview Metrics
1,114 of 1,114

1,124 of 1,124

35 of 36

36 of 36

38 of 39

2.9

2.8

0.9

$459.91

$487.21

$239.31



Financial Metrics

Driver



Remove Guesswork

Financial Metrics

$459.91

$487.21

$239.31

$245.34

$245.34

$245.34

$89.11

$89.11

$89.11

Optimization Profiles

Total Cost



Bottom-line Focus

Distribute work across multiple resources and
days

Plan complex jobs to meet your daily goals,
such as improving on-time arrivals or
decreasing overtime

21.6%
Overview Metrics

1,112 of 1,114

Financial Metrics
Total Revenue



Compare Plans

Back

Plan Period

Assigned Orders



Long-range Planning

Minimize
overtime

Use pre-built or custom configurations to plan
your work

Use optimization technology to maximize
profitability

Automate the scheduling process to reduce
human error

.Plan



®

Simplify Multi-day Planning
You don’t have to be a genius to maximize the utilization of your
resources and efficiently balance customer satisfaction with
operational costs. mobi.Plan uses your business needs to
evaluate trade-offs like cost and on-time arrivals.

Forecasting Shouldn’t Be A Wild Guess

Optimize distribution
of jobs for any future
time period

Compare different
scenarios and instantly
see how costs and
revenue are affected

Adapt your plan based
on your business
priorities

Respect customer
demands such as skill
sets, time windows, or
preferred employees

The mobi Difference
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mobi’s software solutions are flexible, giving
you the ability to select applications that
support your specific business needs and goals.
Our modular products seamlessly connect to
your existing applications.
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About mobi
Founded in 1996, mobi’s location-based solutions and
analytics help businesses drive down costs, increase
customer satisfaction and improve productivity.
®


1.877.943.9433
info@mobicorp.com
www.mobicorp.com

steers businesses to a more profitable future.

